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1 (a) Disc A of mass 6 kg is on a smooth horizontal plane. The disc is at rest and then a constant
force of magnitude 9 N acts on it for 2 seconds.

(i) Find the magnitude of the impulse of the force on the disc. Hence, or otherwise, find the
speed of the disc after the two seconds. [2]

Without losing speed, disc A now collides directly with disc B of mass 2 kg which is also on
the plane. Just before the collision, disc B is travelling at 1 m s–1 in the opposite direction to the
motion of A, as shown in Fig. 1.1. On impact the two discs stick together to form the combined
object AB.

Fig. 1.1

(ii) Show that AB moves off with a speed of 2ms–1 in the original direction of motion of disc A.
[3]

(iii) Find the impulse that acts on disc B in the collision. [2]

The combined object AB now collides directly with disc C of mass 10 kg, which is moving on
the plane at 1.8 m s–1 in the same direction as AB. After this collision the speed of AB is v m s–1

in the same direction as its speed before the impact, and disc C moves off with speed 1.9 m s–1.

(iv) (A) Draw a diagram indicating the velocities before and after the collision. [1]

(B) Calculate the value of v. [3]

(C) Calculate the coefficient of restitution in the collision. [3]

(b) A small ball is thrown horizontally with a speed of . The point of projection is 10 m
above a smooth horizontal plane, as shown in Fig. 1.2.

Fig. 1.2

The coefficient of restitution in the impact between the ball and the plane is 

Calculate the vertical component of the velocity of the ball immediately after its first impact
with the plane and also the angle at which the ball rebounds from the plane. [5]
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2 The position of the centre of mass, G, of a uniform wire bent into the shape of an arc of a circle of
radius r and centre C is shown in Fig. 2.1.

Not to
scale

Fig. 2.1

(i) Use this information to show that the centre of mass, G, of the uniform wire bent into the

shape of a semi-circular arc of radius 8 shown in Fig. 2.2 has coordinates . [3]

Not to
scale

Fig. 2.2

A walking-stick is modelled as a uniform rigid wire. The walking-stick and coordinate axes are
shown in Fig. 2.3. The section from O to A is a semi-circular arc and the section OB lies along the
x-axis. The lengths are in centimetres. 

Fig. 2.3

(ii) Show that the coordinates of the centre of mass of the walking-stick are correct
to two decimal places. [6]
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5

The walking-stick is now hung from a shelf as shown in Fig. 2.4. The only contact between the
walking-stick and the shelf is at A.

Fig. 2.4

(iii) When the walking-stick is in equilibrium, OB is at an angle a to the vertical.

Draw a diagram showing the position of the centre of mass of the walking-stick in relation to A.

Calculate a . [5]

(iv) The walking-stick is now held in equilibrium, with OB vertical and A still resting on the shelf,
by means of a vertical force, F N, at B. The weight of the walking-stick is 12 N. Calculate F.

[3]
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3 A uniform plank is 2.8 m long and has weight 200 N. The centre of mass is G.

(i) Fig. 3.1 shows the plank horizontal and in equilibrium, resting on supports at A and B.

Fig. 3.1

Calculate the reactions of the supports on the plank at A and at B. [4]

(ii) Fig. 3.2 shows the plank horizontal and in equilibrium between a support at C and a peg at D.

Fig. 3.2

Calculate the reactions of the support and the peg on the plank at C and at D, showing the
directions of these forces on a diagram. [5]

Fig. 3.3 shows the plank in equilibrium between a support at P and a peg at Q. The plank is inclined
at to the horizontal, where and . 

Fig. 3.3

(iii) Calculate the normal reactions at P and at Q. [6]

(iv) Just one of the contacts is rough. Determine which one it is if the value of the coefficient of
friction is as small as possible. Find this value of the coefficient of friction. [4]
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4 Jack and Jill are raising a pail of water vertically using a light inextensible rope. The pail and water
have total mass 20 kg.

In parts (i) and (ii), all non-gravitational resistances to motion may be neglected.

(i) How much work is done to raise the pail from rest so that it is travelling upwards at 
when at a distance of 4 m above its starting position? [4]

(ii) What power is required to raise the pail at a steady speed of [3]

Jack falls over and hurts himself. He then slides down a hill.

His mass is 35 kg and his speed increases from to while descending through a
vertical height of 3 m.

(iii) How much work is done against friction? [5]

In Jack’s further motion, he slides down a slope at an angle to the horizontal where 
The frictional force on him is now constant at 150N. For this part of the motion, Jack’s initial speed
is .

(iv) How much further does he slide before coming to rest? [5]
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